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BSU Inen attend Million Man March
By LATELL MILLER &
KA VITA S. HATWALKAR
More than 400,000 black men,
including more than 20 from
Wright State, congregated in Wash
ington D.C. for the Million Man
March on Monday.
According to Corey Leftridge,
BSU president and attendee of the
march, "The main premise behind
this march was for black men to
step up and reaffirm ourselves and
to show the world and country that
we, black men, no longer need for
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African Amer·can men unite on the National Mall during
Monday's Million Man March.

them to subsidize problems in the
community. We can do it our
selves."
BSU Treasurer Sulaiman Zahir
said the goal of the march was for
black men to atone for their wrongs.
Hollis Scott, BSU vice-presi
dent, felt a major goal of the march
was to "promote unity amongst
people from diverse backgrounds,
but who share two significant
things in common, race and gen
der."
Scott said he feels the goals

were accomplished. He also said
all of the speakers had the same
message regardless of religion and
political views.
"There were peace loving
people there," said Scott.
The march was not only politi
cally motivated, but also spiritu
ally.
Zahir, his father and eight broth
ers attended the march.

See "Million Man March"
continued on page 2

Slam!

Questions raised again
by Loop Road accident
By TIFFANY Y. LATTA
Staff Writer
On Tuesday, Oct. IO a handicapped stu
dent was struck by a vehicle on Visitors
Drive, raising questions about the future of
the Loop Road project.
According to Bruce Lewis, public safety
director, "The investigating officer report
ing to the scene determined that the vehicle
driven by a Wright State student failed to
give the right"of way to the pedestrian, Steve
Lesko.
Lesko was transported to Miami-Valley
Hospital by Fairborn Fire Department med
ics. He received only minor injuries.
The Wright State student who hit Lesko
told Public Safety that he came to a stop
before the cross walk, looked to his left, and
then proceeded through the cross walk. He
then noticed a loud bump and realized he
had struck a wheelchair.
This accident, which is a re-occurring
scene on Loop Road, raises questions again
on a project that has been discussed to
relieve some of the traffic and congestion on
and around campus.
The Loop Road project which was
founded l O years ago through the state, is
supposed to go parallel to Colonel Glenn,
connect University Blvd. and Center Road.
"Nothing right now is actively being
done. That part of the site assessment that
were having done through the group from
the Virginia Van Juan Association. They're

determining the traffic flow, and whether we
need that road to run adjacent to Colonel
Glenn, said Vicki Davidson, university fa
cilities planner.
The facilities planner's highest priority
is to make the roads safer for students all
around campus.
Davidson said, "It's not very safe to have
vehicles, bicycles, and pedestrians all in the
same place which we seem to know in parts
of the campus. I've told them (Virginia
Assoc.) that it is a high priority for us to
make it better."
Wright State has a very low accident
rate, so the decision as to whether or not to
construct this road is not dependent upon the
number of accidents.
"It's not justified on the basis of how
many accidents we have it's strictly to keep
up with the number of students that we have
on campus," said Davidson.
The changes that may take place deal
strictly with changes of the campus.
"There is congestion at certain intersec
tions and we know that we have a high
population of residence students," said
Davidson.
"More housing units are going to be built
so we're going to have more students on foot
and all of that needs to be addressed," said
Davidson.
Davidson also said she is having Vir
ginia Associates look at the entire campus to
decide how the Loop Road project could be
put to the best use.
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The Raider's Mike Conner slams the ball home during Saturday's
"Midnight Madness," at the Nutter Center.
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.. Million Man March" continued
from page 1

OCTOBER18

"It was overwhelming. Emotions rose
from cheers to crying to hugging people
,hat you didn't even know," said Zahir.
Zahir commented on the controversy
of Nation oflslam leader, Louis Farrakhan.
"Minister Farrakhan did not speak any- ·
thing anti-Semitic," said Zahir.
Zahir said if things spoken about at the
march are taken seriously and followed
photo courtesy of Mark Ridgil
through, this can be a turning point in Participants of the Million Man March fill Constitution Avenue in
African American history, just like the Washington D.C. Park police estimated the crowd at over 400,000.
Organizers said it reached two million at times.
march on Washington DC. in 1963.
Zahir also said that people could regisScott said the most important thing is ter to vote there.
that black men need to have the same
Famous black Americans who spoke
at the march included: Ben Chavis, former
frame of mind throughout life.
"Keep marching until accomplish- NAACP president, civil rights activist
ments have been achieved," said Scott.
Rosa Parks, poet and author Maya
According to Leftridge, to make the Angelou, Rev, Jesse Jackson, Rev. Al
goals a reality the attendees must reflect Sharpton, Malcolm X's widow Betty
upon what they encountered-the whole Shabazz, Elijah Muhammad's widow
experience and then bring that experience Tyneta Muhammad and Nation of Islam
leader Louis Farrakhan.
back to their heart.

Picture at left: (left to right sitting) William Bowling, Sulaiman Zahir, Corey
Leftridge, Hollis Scott, Larry Morton (front) attended Monday's Million Man
March.

CAMPUS CRIMEREPORT
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DRUG ABUSE

Oct. 6: A Forest Lane resident was arrersted for
having an open container of alcohol.

Oct. 2: Two Forest Lane students were arrested for

Oct. 6: A Forest Lane resident was cited for
under age possession.

THEFT
Sept. 28: A Rike Hall faculty member reported
software missing from the second floor of Rike Hall.
Oct 4: A Dayton resident reported his wallet
and contents missing from the men's locker room in
the Student Union.
Oct. 4: A Boston Hall resident reported her key
ring/cardholder and contents missing from the Medi
cal Sciences Auditorium.
Oct. 5: A Riverside resident reported his B
parking pass missing from his vehicle while parked
in Lot 13.
Oct. 5: A Dayton resident reported her C-park
ing pass missing from her vehicle while parked in
Lot 7.
Oct. 6: A Germantown resident reported his
wallet and cc;mtents missing from the men's locker
room in the Student Union.
Oct. 6: An Allyn Hall staff member reported a
$900 sprayer missing from Allyn Hall.
Oct. 6: A New Carlisle resident reported his
security jacket missing from College Park.
Oct. 9: A Hickory Hall resident reported his
wallet and contents missing from the men's locker
room in the Student Union.
Oct. 10: A Student Union Building manager
reported a filing cabinet worth $50 and a Motorola

drug abuse.

CRIMINAL DAMAGING
Oct. 9: An Allyn Hall staff member reported her
car scratched while parked in an A-space in front of
Allyn Hall.
Oct. 9: A Hamilton Hall resident reported her
vehicle missing from the Hamilton Hall lot.

TELEPHONE HARASSMENT
Oct. 4: A Village resident reported receiving
harassing phone calls in which the person threated to
cause him physical harm.
Oct. 4: A Hamilton Hall resident reported receiv

ing harassing and obscene phone calls.

MAKING FALSE ALARMS
Oct. 5: AMS reported an activated fire alarm in

Oct 6: A Forest Lane resident was arrested for
underage possession and for having an open con
tainer of alcohol.
Oct. 6: A Cedar Hall resident was arrested for
disorderly conduct by intoxication and underage
consumption of alcohol in the Allyn Hall parking
lot.
Oct. 6: An Urbana resident was arrested for
having an open container and alcohol and for under
age consumption in the Allyn Hall parking lot.
Oct. 6: A Cincinnati resident was arrested for
having an open container and alcohol and for under
age consumption in Forest Lane.
Oct. 6: Two students were arrested for having
an open container of alcohol and for underage con
sumption in Forest Lane.
Oct. 6: Two Troy residents were arrested for
underage possession and having an open container
of alcohol in the Allyn Hall parking lot.

Hickory Hall.

CRIMINAL ;MISCHEIF
Oct. 6: A Forest Lane staff member reported that
the core of the door of 2 Palms missing.

Oct. 7: A Dayton resident was arrested for
having an open container and alcohol and for under
age consumption in Forest Lane.
Oct. 7: Two Dayton residents were arrested for .
underage possession and consumption of alcoholic
beverages in the Allyn Hall parking lot.

radio valued at $800 missing.

DISORDERLY CONDUCT
Sept. 30: A 26 year old female non-student was
arrested for diorderly conduct at the Nutter Center.
Oct. 1: Two non-students were arrested by
WSUPD for obstructing official business, criminal

trespass and disorderly conduct.

OPEN CONTAINER
UNDERAGE CONSUMPTION
DISORDERLY CONDUCT BY
INTOXICATION
Oct. 6: Two Forest Lane residents were arrested
for an open container. One of the two was also arrested
for underage consumption.

Oct. 7: A Xenia resident and a Beavercreek
resident were arrested for underage possession of an
alcoholic beverage.
Oct. 8: A Sidney resident was arrested for
disorderly conduct by intoxication. A juvenile was
also arrested for having an open container and un
derage consumption. Both incidents occurred at the
Allyn Hall parking lot.

•

• Faith Forum, noon, Campus Ministry.
• Bible Study, sponsored by Baptist Student
Union, noon, 152 Millett. Also held on Mondays
and Fridays.
• ICC General Meeting, 2 p.m., Student Union
Dining Room.
• Eating Disorder Support Group, 3:30 p.m.,
Campus Ministry Center. For more info, call Connie
at 426-1836.
• Taize prayer/Meditation, 7:30 p.m., Campus
Ministry Center.
• Newman Catholic Club meeting, 8 p.m.,
Campus Ministry Center.

• L/J/B Community Government Meeting, 9
p.m., I st Boston Hall Lounge.
• Women in Academic Leadership: A Reading
Group with Dr. Michele Wheatly, biological sci
ences, facilitator; Women's Center, 060 Rike, 3:30
p.m. Call Kelli Zaytoun Byrne, 873-4524.

OCTOBER19
• RCA Meeting, 4 p.m., W025 Student Union.
• Wright Outdoors Etc. meeting, 6 p.m., 239
Millett.
• Thursday Night Thing sponsored by the Bap
tist Student Union, 7 p.m., Campus Ministry Cen
ter.
• Theatre: A Soldier's Play, 8 p.m. Creative
Arts Center. Shows through Oct. 22. Tickets: 8732500.

OCTOBER20
• SG Meeting, 4 p.m., El57 Student Union
• "Triumph"-Support Group for Disabled
Students and their friends, 4 p.m., Campus Ministry
Center.
• Biochemistry & Molecular Biology Seminar:
"Structure and Function of Human Replication
Protein A: A ssDNA-binding Protein Essential for
Cellular DNA Metabolism," with Dr. Marc Wold,
University of Iowa College of Medicine; 339 Mil
lett. 11 :30 a.m.

OCTOBER21
• National Pan-Hellenic Council study session,
7 p.m., Student Union Dining Room.
• Saturday Enrichment Session II begins. Call
873-3135.

OCOBER23
• Women's Center Brownbag Series: "Take
our Daughters to Work 1996 Ideas?", noon, 060
Rike.

OCTOBER24
• UAB Meeting, 3:30 p.m., W025 Student
Union.
• H/C/H Community Government Meeting, 9
p.m., I st Hawthorn Hall Lounge.
• O/M/P Community Government Meeting,
9:30 p.m., !st Pine Hall Lounge.

•
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State senator addresses WSU nursing students
AtrJe Kearns discusses nursing profession issues in Ohio
By SUSANNA SHOCKEY
Staff Writer
State Senator Merle Kearns
made a visit to a WSU nursing
class last Wednesday to discuss
her role in Ohio Senate pending
healthcare issues pertinent to the
nursing profession, particularly the
Advance Practice Nurse Bill.
The Advance Practice Nurse
Bill is legislation that would give
recognition and prescriptive au
thority to nurses who undergo rig
orous advanced training.
The training would include the
completion of a Bachelor of Sci
ence, two years of clinical work
out in the field and a Masters in a
specialty area. A national certified
exam would also have to be passed.
In addition the bill would also give
recognition to nurse midwives.
Sen. Kearns, who represents
Greene, Madison, and Clark Coun
ties, urged the student nurses to
write to their local senator in sup
port of the Advance Practice Nurse
Bill.
A written Standard Care Agree
ment would be drawn up between

the advanced practice nurse and
his/her collaborating doctor. The
agreement would specify how pe
riodically the doctors give reviews,
what arrangements to make if the
doctor cannot be reached, and the
process of referral used by nurses.
This is a way, said Sen.Keams, that
quality can be assured.
Sen. Kearns said the bill pro
motes the toughest regulation of
the advanced training than any other
state.
Ohio is the only state that does
not recognize the advanced prac
tice of nurses. Out of 88 counties,
20 do not have obstetrician-gyne
cologist care, creating the need to
recognize the work of nurse mid
wives.
The bill was introduced last
May to a special health committee.
During the summer, a sub-com
mittee was formed to discuss the
terms of the bill with health profes
sionals.
"We sat down to negotiate with
the interested parties who had a
feeling about the bill that was more
positive than negative and they

were willing to sit down and work
it out from their prospective," said
Sen. Kearns about the discussions
with the Academy of Family Phy
sicians, Ohio Nursing Association
Board of Nursing and representa
tives from the Ohio Consortium of
Specialty Nurses.
There are "lots of roadblocks"
concerning the bill said Sen.
Kearns.
The Ohio State Medical Asso
ciation is the biggest opponent to
the proposed bill. State Senator
Drake, the head of the review com
mittee, also opposes prescriptive
authority and other factors of the
bill. Her opposition could make it
tough for the bill to make it to the
Senate.
"She (Sen. Drake) will not at
this point, commit herself to sup
porting the prescriptive authority,"
said Kearns.
"She truly believes if you do
not have the rigorous grounding of
medical school...and all that exten
sive training in the sciences that
you couldn't possibly be able to
prescribe."

Merle Kearns

photo by Bart McMannon

Vigil recognizes battered women Use of University

logo requires license
By MEGAN WINTROW
Staff W rlter
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Women of all ages gather on the Quad last Thursday to remember battered women.

By TIFFANY Y. LATTA
Staff Writer
WSU' s Women's Center held a
vigil for battered women Thursday,
Oct. 12 on the Quad.
The vigil was initiated by Carol
Camosky, a former student at WSU
and also a Dayton resident, who
a~'• the ~enter to help her with the
mJllization process.
The purpose of this vigil wasn't

only fpr battered women to come
and "break the silence" and tell their
stories of domestic violence.
According to Kelli Zayton
Byme, director ofthe women's cen
ter, "The reason for the vigil was to
recognize and to bring awareness
about violence in women's lives.
The purpose was to give women an
opportunity to share their voices and
their concerns, to reflect and to rec-

ognize women who have been bat
tered."
"It's helpful to encourage women
to speak out about the violence that
is going on in their lives, to assist in
the process of getting it to stop and
come to an end.
The recent statistics I've seen is
that about 28 percent of women in
the U.S. are battered by a male inti
matepartnereachyear," saidZayton
Byrne.

Anyone who wants to print
any WSU logo on clothing,
stationary, or anything else,
requires a license by the uni
versity.
"The purpose is to make
sure that the university trade
marks are used tastefully and
give the university a good
name," says Sally Clayton,
senior paralegal at the office
of legal affairs.
The licensing program be
gan in 1989 with the Nutter
Center logo. Since then,
"Rowdy the Raider," the Uni
versity seal, Wright State
Raiders, and Wright State
University have all been in
corporated into the program.
WSU is among many
other colleges to utilize a
licensing progrram, among
which are Clemsont UCLA,
Ohio State, Floridaand Michi
gan.
While there is no cost to
obtain a license, there is an
application process to go
through.

Wright State's official col
ors are green and gold,
therefore, any other color for
a design must meet public
relation standards.
lnter•-club council presi
dent Katie Laux is concerned
that the licensing program
and the extra paperwork that
it entails will cause student
organizations to simply stop
putting WSU logos on their
products.
"How many restrictions will
this lead to?" said Laux.
According to Gerry
Petrak, assistant director of
campus affairs and orienta
tion, there has not been a
marked decline in student in
terest for logo use in spite of
the application process.
"This has been in effect for
several years; we 1re just re
emphasizing it now," says
Petrak.
'We encourage students,
faculty, and staff to use the
university logos.
This is just to make sure
ourtrademarks are displayed
in a manner we can be proud
of," said Clayton.
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Some Campus Climate plans right on, others miss mark
No one can deny the existence of
gender based discrimination on college
campuses across the country. Some of
the discrimination is readily apparent
and some is underlying.
Female members of The
Guardian'sstaff report that at Wright
State discrimination mostly lies on the
underlying side of the spectrum.
However, at least one of our members
reports a professor making negative
generalizations about women in front
of an entire class of students. This is
totally unacceptable.
This is a college campus, we
(whether we like it or not) have led the
world in getting politically correct.
However, this kind of outright
ignorance is still accepted. How can
this be?
The Campus Climate Committee
on Gender Relations has suggested
some excellent solutions to this.
In their fifth recommendation they
state: "Issue a policy statement which
makes it clear that overtly biased
comments, use of sexist humor, and
related behavior on the part of faculty
are not appropriate in the classroom or
in related learning situations."
This is one clear way to put an end
to these kind of blatantly ignorant acts.

Giving faculty clear cut guidelines to
follow is important because those who
do not need guidelines will not have to
worry about anything, and those who
do need them will have to change their
ways.
This will take care of many overtly
discriminatory activities, howeverthere
is still the problem of a discriminatory
environment.
The fact is women don't speak as
much in class as men do. The reasons
for this are neither simple to understand,
nor exactly the same for every woman.
Most of The Guardian'sfemale staff
members suggest that it starts before
college, but continues into college life
as well.
It is the way faculty and male class
members address women that bothers
many of the students. Some reported
their opinion's were just listened to and
passed over, or in some cases every
time a woman spoke up in a discussion
group they were patronized. This isn't
easily seen, but it needs to be stopped.
One recommendation ofthe Gender
Relations Committee hopes to combat
this by requiring UD 101 for all new
students which would include: "a
session geared toward male students
led by male faculty /staff that discusses

male roles, attitudes, speaking styles,
etc. in terms of their impact on the
campus climate in general and the
classroom climate in particular."
The Guardiarnees where this may
be useful, however much care must be
given to how such a session is handled.
There is no way a male student should
have to sit and listen to what a "pig" he
is, and that he must change his ways.
Also, a session geared toward women
that helps them become more assertive
against such actions, or innuendos
should be required. The victim
mentality, just as discrimination, must
be eradicated from the classroom.
The committee also recomends
putting signs in classrooms to "remind"
faculty of what is not acceptable
behavior.
This is laughable. Yes, guidelines
must be made, but these are educated
adults.
There will be no need to pin a note
for them to be nice to their female
students while they're at school.
These two issues are only a dust ball
in the tornado that is discrimination in
the world.
However, they are stepping stones
to start the path to a gender neutral
world.

BJUQERUOICES
Do you think men and women are treated
fairly or differently in college classes?
Jason Sanders
Junior, Management
Information Systems
"It depends on the class. In larger
classes there
are no differ
ences, but in
smaller
classes, the
attention all
depends on
the gender of
the instruc
tor. Some of
my female
ins true tors
only call on
guys."

Eric Spiers
Junior, Physical Therapy

Mall)uita Holloway
Junior, Communication

"I think
they
are
treated
different
because in
my bowling
class, the
men had to
bowl 135 on
average and
the women a
110 average,
and bowling
has nothing
to do with strength, just skill. I feel
things like that should be changed."

"I think
that woman
and men are
treated di f
ferent based
on education
level. The
person who
talks more, or
is smarter,
the teacher
calls on them
more. It is
based more
on student participation than on sex
difference."
•
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The days of the culinary monopoly are over:
Marriott tucks tail and flees from Wright State
Well, the deed is
job (and how hard could
done. Marriott's bluff
that really be?).
has been called and the
My reaction? Until I
fiend is on the run.
see who comes in to
Folks far and wide
serve the grub, I' II hold
have come to me with
my tongue.
thanks, congratulations
The university, who
and to see my reaction
was just as responsible
at the news of
for the continuous food
Marriott's surprise
service fiasco as
departure.
Marriott, will have to
First of all, though I
Commentary by find a replacement
may have beaten
Bill Shea
company,or, worse yet,
Marriott like a cheap ..__ _ _ _ _ _ ___. provide food service
gong, I had very little to
themselves. Yikes.
do with them actually leaving.
In our nightmare of nightmares, it
If anything I wrote in the last two could turn out that Wright State
years served to hurry along their hamfists food on this campus worse
departure, great, but only if the new then Marriott did in its dark tenure.
food service provider does a better
I shudder to think about what

vicious, overpriced, multiculturally
diverse spew the University would
inflict upon its consumers, the student
body.
And what about pizza? The last
year has seen a shift from Domino's
to Donato's back to Domino's.
If both companies were smart,
they would both refuse any meal card
deal with Wright State until the
university stops acting like an
ignorant baboon with everybody
else's money.
Here's a bright idea: why not poll
the students about what kind of food
they would like to have on campus?
Novel idea, huh? See what a $25,000
education gets you.
What will become of The Depot
and its sensationally overpriced food

5
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and clothing?
Since parents don't want their kids
blowing meal card points on beer,
students need someplace to buy really
overpriced stuff, like sweatshirts and
neon green WSU hats. What will
become of food service on our
campus? I can't say.
Part of me is happy that the
culinary swine Marriott has been
chased out ofthe barn like the bloated,
profit-reaping hog of a corporation it
really is. The uneasy anticipation of
seeing what is available to eat next
quarter keeps my gloating somewhat
in check, though.
I will say that I will stand by with
bated breath and hope for something
better than what we have seen in the
past.

Shoot down concealed weapon law before it shoots you down
Just imagine, your neighbor has a
nine m.m. under his three piece suit,
his wife has a lovely ankle holster
with a Derringer strapped in and
grandpa's through hiding it, he's got
an old colt hangin' from his hip.
The next time your uncle, who
has a strange sense of humor, storms
into your yard wearing a ski mask
screaming "the bogeyman's gonna
get ya." He makes it to the big
evergreen and receives a slug in his
playful chest.

Jennifer Dew
Senior, Special Education

Now, this is one of those off-the
wall, but possible, situations that
having a handgun within arms reach
at all times may cause.
Not to say that there isn't any time
that a concealed weapon wouldn't
come in handy, but even in the most
life threatening situations they won't
be 100 percent. If you are put in the
situation to use a handgun, you have
become prosecutor, judge, jury and
defender all in a split second.

Adontis Booker
Sophomore, English
Education

"I think there are two sectors of
thought, an old W.S.U. were men are
"No differences. The only
seen as more dominant. The new
thing is if the professor says
school of thought, I don't feel there is
'guys'
hardly as much discrimination. It really
or
depends on the
some
professor you
thing
come across.
like
The old school
that.
professors
They
overlook
are
women. Than
treated
god the old
the
school of
same."
thought is
dying out. We
have to work
together
Quotes compiled and photos
toward the
common goal of education, without the taken by Roland Lamantia
s{·1:;..... w of discrimination."

If someone is robbing you, do you not less.
Not to say that I think everyone,
have the right to up the ante from
robbery to death? A gun at your side everywhere will be blowing people's
doesn't make an elected official out head off because their laundry is late
of a person, so why ~ - - - - - - - - - - - . or the post office
lost a package (I
should
the
must admit the post
punishment for a
crime be decided on
office has almost
the spot by someone
sent me into a
who is packing.
ps)'cho-rage-deathThe argument that
march though)~
it would save lives
What I will say-- ,::.
maybevalidinsome
is if even one ::.
cases, but how many
person gets killed ··
people will be killed
because they aren't
unjustly
by
a
performing up to
some gun-toting
concealed gun.
How
many
perfectionist,
people's tires will be
Commentary by military standards
blown out after
then it is 100
cutting someone off
percent wrong.
Craig Napier
I don't think
onthehighway?How
many people will need to die that there isn't any responsible, well
unnecessarilybecausesomeone'shad meaning gun owners out there, it' s
a bad day?
just I don't want to give any of them
The truth is that our lives, in the chance to kill me because I am a
general, are getting more stressful, less than considerate driver.

NOW hear fh•IS.f

Correction -

In the September 10 issue of The Guardianthere was a mistake in the Letters
to the Editor section. In the letter entitled "Student denied honors" there was an
omission in paragraph four. The sentences should have read: "The majority of
students here have transfer hours from somewhere, and the grades for these courses
may be a determining factor in graduating with honors (or not). It has been several
years since the university adopted this new policy, yet this adjusted GPA still does
not show up on transcripts or as the cumulative GPA on grade sheets." Our
apologies to the author, Lora Williams, for the mistake.
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Theatre Department receives grant

DARKSTAR
BOOKS & CU1\1ICS

New & U$ed Comics * U$ed Books
Magic: The Gathering
FREE Comic Book Sub$cription Service
10% Discount to WSU students
New Comics Every Wednesday at Noonl

Dark Star I
237 Xenia Ave (Rt. 68)
Yl'llow Springs
767-9400

Dark Star II
1410 W. Dorothy Lane
Hills & Dales S.C. • Kettering
293-7307

Dark Star Ill
1273 N. Fairfield Rd
Fairfield Plaza• Beavercreek
427-3213

By SUSANNA SHOCKEY
Staff Writer
Wright State's Department of
Theatre Arts has received a gift of
more than $78,500 from an estate to
renovate the Celebration Theatre in
the Creative Arts Center.
The donation was left by Dor-

othy Herbst, a 39 year veteran English/humanities/dramatics teacher
from Fairview High School, who
died in January, 1994.
The money left by Herbst will
make it possible for renovations to
occur on the second largest performance facility in the theatre arts

AC!ceptedat
more schools
than you were.

It's everywhere
yOUvVartttobe

CVisa U.S.A. Inc. 1995
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department.
According to Viki Oleen, administrative coordinator for the the
atredepartment,themoneywillpur
chase new seats for the theatre and
new sound insulation.
Other renovations include replacing the linoleum floor with
tongue-in-groove pine floor and a
computerized lighting board.
The renovations are scheduled
to begin next summer. The project is
on hold until then because of perfor
mances in the theatre.

Public
Safety
officer
assaulted
A Public Safety officer was as
saulted on October 1, after a con
frontation with two males visiting
a resident in Cedar Hall, according
to Public Safety reports and Direc
tor Bruce Lewis
Officer Loretta Barnett was con
ducting a follow-up in 208A Ce
dar, when she heard loud noises
and running down the hall.
As Officer Barnett said "stop"
she was struck in the right eye by
one of the two males, who was a
juvenile.
The two males, John Johnson
of Cincinnati and the juvenile ran
out of the bu_ilding and up the path
through the woods and lot 7.
Officer Charles Jones caught
up with the two males, ordered
them down and were arrested.
The juvenile of 16 years was
released to his parents and the
charges ofobstructing official busi
ness, criminal trespassing and dis
orderly conduct were referred to
the Greene County prosecutor.
Johnson was also cited with
obstructing official business, crimi
nal trespassing and disorderly con
duct.
The two males were not stu
dents of WSU, but were visiting a
friend, Chad Bully, 409A Cedar
Hall.
In a witness statement Bully
stated that Johnson had retained
his(Bully's) keys without asking,
allowing Johnson and the juvenile
to enter the second floor of Cedar
Hall.
Due to being struck, Officer
Barnett received swelling around
the eye and cheek, causing a bruise
and headache, according to the report.
According to Lewis, 0
Barnett is "back to work."
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SPOTLIGHT
uman Race show features WSU grads
By STEFANIE BADDERS
Spotlight Editor
For former Wright State stu
dent Michelle Zimmerman, the
show goes on.
Zimmerman graduated
from Wright State
in June 1994

bachelor of fine arts degree in act
ing, and since then she has been
getting work in the Dayton area.
Recently, Zimmerman landed
a role in The Human Race Theatre
Company's production of The Sis
ters Rosensweig, which won the
1993 Outer Critics Circle A ward
for Best Broadway Play.
The play takes the audience into
the world of Sara Goode, a suc
cessful American woman em
ployed as the British representa
tive of a major Hong Kong bank.
Sara doesn't have much to com
plain about-she has a plush home
in London, an intelligent, loving
daughter and a successful ca
reer-except for the
fact that today
is her 54th

birthday.
Arriving for Sara's birthday
party are several colorful charac
ters: Sara's sister Pfeni, a single
traveling journalist; sister Gor
geous Teitelbaum, an extravagant
wife,motherand 'doctor' who hosts
her own call-in radio advice pro
gram; Geoffrey, the flamboyant bi
sexual love interest ofPfeni; Nicho
las, Sara's somewhat pompous,
anti-Semitic fleeting love interest;
and Mervyn, a fake fur merchant
and friend of Geoffrey whose in
terest is sparked in Sara the mo
ment he sees her.
Sara's head
s trong daughter
Tess, played by
Zimmerman,
also arrives
with her
flighty
b o y friend

Tern,

photo by Thom Meyer for The Human Race Theatre Company

Wright State graduate Michelle Zimmerman rehearses with co-star Deborah Harris for The
Sisters Rosensweig, The Human Race Theatre Company's current production.

performed by fellow Wright State
graduate Charlie Clark.
The dinner party makes for an
interesting evening, to say the least.
"I love the script, the story,"
said Zimmerman. "Even though
it's mainly about Sara, every char
acter is going through the same
thing: an identity crisis.
"It's about figuring out who
you are and what's important," she
said.
Zimmerman's
character
grapples with her life's purpose,
and she links }:ierself to boyfriend
Tom's commitment to the
Lithuanian resistance in an effort
to exert independence and develop
some focus in her life.
"Itendtoplaythe 'sweet' roles,"
said Zimmerman. "I liked the char
acter because she's precocious and
is rebelling aganst her mother in
her own way."
Before she became a resident
actor for the Human Race, the ac
tress performed roles in WSU pro
ductions including Chess and My
Fair Lady. She said her favorite
performance was her role as Sister
Mary Amnesia in WSU' s
Nunsense . .
So, how do Wright State shows
measure up to area professional
productions?

"I think the productions there
(at WSU) are run very profession
ally," said Zimmerman. "Wright
State has a great training program."
The technical aspects of WSU
shows are followed through espe
cially well since students must gain
experience by building various sets,
according to Zimmerman.
"In terms of the technical as
pect, some WSU shows are more
elaborate than shows in Dayton,"
she said.
When she's not rehearsing for a
show, Zimmerman does commer
cial jingles and works as the the
atre coordinator for Washington
Township Recreation Center's
Theatre for Youth Program. After
she concludes her role as Tess,
Zimmerman will perform with the
Miami Valley Civic Theatre.
Zimmerman's goal as an ac
tress is simple: to work.
"Work's hard to find and keep.
(I want) to be able to support my
self as a full-time actor and to be
respected by other actors," she said.
The Sisters Rosensweig will be
performed on the following dates:
Oct.17-18at7:30p.m.;Oct.19-21
at 8 p.m.; Oct. 22 at3 p.m.; Oct. 2628 at 8 p.m.; and Oct. 29 at 3 p.m.
Half-price tickets are available to
WS U students for the Oct. 26 show.

Military mystery accurately portrays
racial tensions from fifty years ago
By STEFANIE BADDERS
Spotlight Editor
With racial issues on the fore
front of many minds after the ac
quittal ofO.J. Simpson, itis fitting
that WSU' s theatre season began
with a play that touches on racial
tensions of years past.
In Wright State's production
of A Soldier's Play, Charles
Fuller's riveting drama about the
murder of a black sergeant on a
Louisiana army base in the 1940s,
an African-American captain
named Richard Davenport
(Airrion Copeland) sees firsthand
the racial tensions existing in the
army barracks.
Davenport conducts a series of
intense individual question-and
answer sessions with the privates
an~. u-porals who the murdered
serg.. . ant presided over. What Dav
enport uncovers during these in-

terrogations is the strong views of
the murdered sergeant Vernon C.
Waters (Alan Bomar Jones). Wa
ters believed that many of the
blacks during his time had lazy,
unintelligent and sometimes crimi
nal dispositions, in essence mak
ing "people think the whole race is
unfit." To Waters, respecting the
whites and living by their stan
dards was the only way for blacks
to gain any respect or power.
While instances of Waters'
harsh, unforgiving treatment are
recalled vividly by each of the
men during the questioning, Dav
enport attempts to gather clues
leading to the murderer.
As Davenport, Copeland aptly
portrays the investigating captain's
raging conflicts not only with the
suspicious Captain Charles Tay
lor (Brian McKnight), but also the
conflict existing within himself as
a black captain. He is torn between

his duty to his country and his
empathy for the black privates and
corporals that Waters verbally and
sometimes physically abused.
Jones' passionate performance
of Waters carries the flashback
scenes of the men whom Daven
port rigorously questions. Jones
portrays a multi-faceted Waters
who at times seems to be a relent
less tyrant. At other times he seems
to be a misunderstood man with
good intentions.
The.soldiers, including Private
Melvin Peterson (Wesley Hill) and
Private Tony Smalls (Michael
Cousins),exceptionally perform
their roles as men frustrated with
racial divisions and who ache to
fight for their country.
The remaining performances
are Oct. 19-21 at 8 p.m. and Oct.
21-22 at 3 p.m. Call WSU's The
atre Box Office at 873-2500 for
ticket information.

Captain Davenport (Airrion Copeland) and Captain Taylor
(Brian McKnight) have a confrontation in A Soldier's Play.
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Bible Class for College Students
Sundays, 9:15 a.m.

Sunday Worship Services:
8:00 a.m. and 10:45 a.m.
Bethlehem Lutheran Church

By GEOFFREY KIM
Staff Writer

1240 5. Maple Avenue, Fairborn

Church Office: 878-0651 TIY 878-8794
If you need a ride, please call the church

878-0651
Interested in getting involved in the community?

Then get

on October 27 and 28

Into the Streets is a national volunteer program that
encourages students to perform community service in their
community with the long term goal of encouraging
continued volunteerism. We provide the project and the
transportation and you provide 3 to 5 hours of your time
and an open mind.

Registration Deadline is October 24, 1995
FOR A LIST OF PARTICIPATING SITES OR FOR
MORE INFORMATION, STOP BY CAMPUS
ACTIVITIES AND ORIENTATION AT W034
STUDENT UNION OR CALL US AT: . ~

&

~

873-5570

College students help grant
special wishes for sick childre1)

~

With all ofthe hustle and bustle
of college life, there is a group on
campus concerned with more than
books, classes and exams . Col
lege Students for Special Wish
(CSSW) aims to help sick chil
dren around the Miami Valley.
The on-campus organization
is part of the Dayton chapter of the
Special Wish Foundation, a group
that helps dreams become reality
for some terminally-ill children.
"We participate in parties for
the kids, and we help the Dayton
chapter as far as manpower is con
cerned," said Doug Henry, presi
dent of the club.
The Special Wish Foundation
and CSSW are non-profit organi
zations. Last year, CSSW was able
to send a child and his family to
Disney World from their efforts,
the cost of which was about 2,000
dollars.
"We rely upon proceeds from
the Special Wish cookbook and

from support from clubs around
campus to grant wishes," said
Henry.
The club, which has been in
existence for five years, has al
ways been a small one.

at these parties, and with family,
there's about 300," said Henry.
"But it's amazing what an impact
you can make by just being there ...
the interaction with the kids first
hand is just wonderful."

''It's amazing what an impact you
·
can make by just being there ... the
interaction with the kids first-hand
is just wonderful."
-Doug Henry
"Presently, we have eight reli
able members in our group, and
we're always looking for more
regulars to join in," said Henry.
While Henry is looking for the
group to expand, he does have one
requirement.
"If your heart's not in it, it
(Special Wish) is not for you," he
said.
CSSW participates in parties
for children, mostly off-campus.
"There's usually 80-100 kids

Although CSSW has been able
to grant four wishes in the last five
years, the club won't be resting on
its laurels.
"Presently, we are working
with other organizations dealing
with children," said Henry.
The
groups
include
Candlelighters, an organization for
children with cancer, and CHAP
(Children Have A Purpose) and
Young Heroes, both located within
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base.

Need bucks for books?

"~ -=~?

Donate Plasma
Earn up to $55 in just 7 days.
Start saving now and help save others at
~~) plasma alliance

;'Y .

Hours:

Mon.-Thurs 6 a.m.
165 E. Helena St.
Fri. 6 a.m.
Dayton, Oh 45404
Sat. 7 a.m.
RTA bus 22
Sun. 8 a.m.
Re eat bonus in effect for return donors.
"peoplebelj;ingpeop!e"

to
to
to
to

9 p.m.
8:30 p.m.
5 p.m.
5 p.m.
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$horty is far from Fiction
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Get Shorty, huh? Can we say
flop? A better title for this film
would have been: Give Me My
Money Back.
This latest John Travolta vehicle is nothing more than Pulp
Fiction Lite. The former TV
Sweathog turned cinema hit man is
riding a new-found wave of star
dom unseen since his Saturday
Night Fever and Urban Cow
boy days.
Too bad Get Shorty
won't win him many ac
colades.
The film, co-starring
Gene Hackman (The
Firm, Crimson Tide),
Rene Russo (Outbreak)
and Danny Devito
(Twins, Junior), is con
fusing and a bit on the un
realistic side.
The premise is that
Travolta is a south Florida mob
bag man. He's dispatched to

retrieve some cash that a local

hit, plays some sort of geeky, Ed

laudromat owner scammed off an
airline.
Somewhere along the line,
Travolta decides he wants to produce movies. If his character had
been shown to have even a slight
interest in moviemaking at that
point, the film would have been
more believable.
Hackman, fresh from his submarine

Woodesque director. Russo lowers herself to portraying aB-movie
queen.
DeVito, for whom the film is
obviously named, plays only a mi
nor role as a big-egoed movie star.
The former Taxi star appears in
only about a quarter of the film.
Overall, the movie tries too hard
to be Pulp Fiction. If Quentin
Tarantino had written or directed
this film, then maybe things
would have been different.
The problem is that the
characters come across as
a little too nice for what
they are supposed to
be, and the violence
seems inappropriate
at times.
I'm not a film
student, so I really
can't say where the
movie went wrong,
or what could have
been done to fix it.
But I can tell you not to
waste your money on
this soon-to-Blockbuster
flop. (Bill Shea)

Shorty falls short of
expectations.

BOOKS&LUMICS

WSU's #1 SOURCE FOR COMIC BOOKS!
FREE Comic Book Subscription Service
10% Discount to WSU students
New Comics Every Wednesday at Noon!
WSU's M19ic: The Gatherin9 Hudquartau

Just 3 miles south or WSU on
N. Fairfield Road !

1995WSU
HEALTH & BENEFITS FAIR
Wednesday, October 25, 1995
Multipurpose Room, Student Union
10 am to 4 pm
Students are welcome!
Educational information and exhibits, free screenings,
give-aways, prizes, refreshments, and more!

'

All Campus

Jtt

f ~~~)~ Student
Union
RTA

NutterCenter(McLinGyMm.,,;tt hall (east of
'at University Blv~-) t~-4b a.m. to 3 p.m.

Dark Star m • 1273 N. Fairfield Rd
Fairfield Plaza• Bcavcn:rcck

427-3213

he shuttle stops here•••
Nutter Center
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Stops

20 (bus Shelte,1 t
lifter Cent,
, o
stop)
Gym Ent er (Mclin
----··UStlfdent ~~~~:)(tot

Mon. - ,n. .
Every 10 minutes to 1:10 p.m., every 20 minutes
.._.
except 12:10 p.m.
--====-====::::::
.....;:-:-' -

~,varsity Blvd

a
Millett Hal! ( .) to
ATA stop)
east of
Mon.~ Thur-s
3
.
Fri. P.m. to 1O:15 P-m.

3 P.m. to 6 P.m
Eve,y 10 minutes .,
excepts

eve,y 20 ~;~t:s8 P.m.

-~

~

W~'l'laaHJ~iana~WAM.·Jn.7114,Cf38~UHion,McaB873-5690.
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Wanna set Spooked?
Read next week·s issue of Th~ Guardian.

choice of white or whole wheat cru:d,
a '1GrldJ of ealzoncs, subs,
an awesome 81\LI\D BPU\ and
don't forget to ash about this wceh's
Cal Ingredient.

'JOUr

m-th 11:30-10:30

frl-sat 11:30-12:00

sun ~:00-9:30

Scarlet is a good color for Demi
film , while moviegoers looking for
a
good film will find this a satisfy
THESCARLET
ing endeavor.
~ETTE
Demi Moore (Disclosure) gives
a fine performance as the town
outcast Hester Prynne who be
Although not authentic to comes pregnant after an affair with
Nathaniel Hawthorne's classic the Rev. Arthur Dimmesdale (Gary
novel of forbidden love in 17th Oldman).
She is convicted of adultery
century Boston, the new screen
version holds its own as an enter and is asked to reveal the name of
tainment work.
her lover. She decides to keep her
But ENG 204 students should lover's name private; consequently
read the book and not rely on she is forced to bear the "scarlet
Roland Joffe' s new film to pass the ' letter" as a public sign of guilt for
final. The movie is not as good as her punishment. We all know the
the real thing and is not an accurate story.
Oldman gives the best perfor
portrayal of the book.
The first thing that struck me as mance in the film as the good
odd about the film was in the open preacher who lets his sinful desires
ing credits when it read "freely overwhelm his judgment.
adapted."
Oldman has shined in many
Literature fanatics will hate this films, including]FK, State ofGrace

J
and Immortal Beloved, and has
received much positive press. Now
is the time for change; he can no
longer go unrewarded.
Dimmesdale's love for Prynne
is genuine. During her six-month
imprisonment he tries to visit her
everyday and he struggles to keep
his sin hidden from the elders in
this small, intolerant Puritan com
munity.
Oldman creates a Dimmesdale
that is passionate and devoted,and
audiences will find him the star of
the show.
If you are looking for an au
then tic
interpretation
of
Hawthorne's novel you need to
look elsewhere. If you are looking
for a quality film packed with great
sets and fine acting, then this film
would get an"A" in your book.
(Anthony Shoemaker)

767-2131

CHRISfMAS
HELPWANTED
for Dayton and
Cincinnati Stores
$500+ per week
Jewelry Sales
No experience
necessary.
Looking for clean-cut, honest,
motivated people.
Apply Saturdays or Sundays
1 to 4:30 p.m.,
October 14 through November 20

International Diamond
Exchange Jewelers

5949 Far Hills Avenue
Dayton, Ohio 45429
Phone 513/ 434-2562

Few
people will ever set foot in an office At OCS you'll develop the qualities you need to belike thi~. But t0en, few_ people h~ve what it takes to b~ come a Marine Officer. Invaluable training that could
a Ma:me Officer. Officer Can?1dates School (OCS) 1s lead to an exciting career in aviation. If you've got
the first step towar~s prepanng you ~or a ~1--!what it takes to be a leader of Marines, you
future beyond anythmg you could 1magme. lrJa.CHJe§ could get an office with a spectacular view
The T-ew. The Proud. The Marines.

M A R I N F O F F I C I: R
.. - - --

- - ..------t -

Lead an exciting life! For more information, see Captain Rick Burgess
at Allyn Hall from 9:00 AM - 12:30 PM on September 261 19951
or call us at 1-800-338-0741.
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SPORTS
Basketball preseason tips off at Nutt House
Newcomers look sharp in 'Midnight
Madness' Green and Gold scrimmage
By BILL POTTER
Staff Writer
On Saturday, Oct. 14 at 11:55 p.m.,
there was a small but eager crowd standing
on their feet awaiting the explosion known
as MIDNIGHT MADNESS!
This was supposed to be the kickoff for
Wright State's most talked about basketball
team in years, with such names on the roster
as Herriman, Potapenko, Martinez, and
Welch.
When the clock struck midnight, the
team was introduced to their fans. The first
man out was last season's starting point
guard, junior Rob Welch.
Along with the appearance of Welch
came the realization that the Raiders would
play this season without their proven floor
general.
Welch, appearing with a soft cast on his
leg, had suffered a season ending ihjury
while playing softball over the summer.
"The loss of Welch was definitely a
blow to our team, but we feel we have
brought in talented guards and, while it will
be difficult to fill the void of talent and
experience we lose with Rob, we feel the
additions of Terrance Cast, Keion Brooks,
and Johnnie Blake will stabilize the guard
position," said Head Coach Ralph Underhill.
When asked about the situation at guard,
Welch responded, "We have a lot of good
players. We have great talent and intelli
gence.
"Terrance Cast is a great athlete his
quickness is unmatched. Keion Brooks is
an outstanding basketball player, with great
athletic abilities," continued Welch.
While the crowd was not that large, they

were excited about getting the first look at
their team.
The Nutter Center rocked when 1995
Midwestern Collegiate Conference New
comer of the Year, junior center/forward,
6' 1O" Vitaly Potapenko was introduced.
Potapenko was also named to the 1995
first team All MCC team and the 1995 MCC
All-Tournament team.
There was also great anticipation to see
the new big man, Steno Kos.
"Steno is just awesome. He is going to be
part of the best one-two punch in college
basketball, along with Vitaly who is simply
unstoppable," said Josh Couts, whose Oak/
Maple/Pine community won a corporate box
for a game during some of the pre-practice
activities.
The Raiders hit the court for a intrasquad
scrimmage game, with half of the team in
green and half in gold.
The gold team included Vitaly Potapenko,
Delme Herriman, Rick Martinez, Mike
Conner and Derek Watkins. The green team
was represented by Thad Burton, Antuan
Johnson, Keion Brooks, Terrance Cast and
Steno Kos.
Green defeated the gold team 55-51
Led by newcomers Kos, Cast, and
Brooks, the green squad, along with return
ing starter Johnson, looked sharp and seemed
to execute better than the gold team, led by
Herriman and Potapenko.
"I was very pleased with both teams'
performance. They both scored over 50 and
we haven't even started yet," said Underhill.
"We are a little out of shape but we will
take care of that at practice. The turnout was
nice," said Martinez.
"The teams looked like we expected. The

Photo by Roland Lamantia

Steno Kos shoots over Vitaly Potapenko, left, Rick Martinez, center and
Derek Watkins, right, during Saturday night's "Midnight Madness"
three new kids (Kos, Cast, and Brooks) season for the next month.
played very well," said Assistant Coach Jim
The Raiders open the regular at the Nutter
Brown.
Center against Wilmington College on No
The Raiders will be preparing for the vember 25. Tip-off set for 7:35 P.M.

Raider volleyball starting to cool off after red hot start
By MAGGIE HORSTMAN
Staff Writer
After a 7-0 start, the Wright State volley
ball team has slipped a little, playing off and
on the past couple of weeks.
The most recent occurence of the team's
inconsistency was this past weekend when
the Raiders beat Midwestern Collegiate
Conference rival Cleveland State. They then
dropped the next match at non-conference
opponent Kent State.
WSU traveled north to take on the Vi
kings following two tough conference losses
at Illinois-Chicago and Butler the week be
fore.
, . e Raiders regrouped against CSU and,
at?t-, a slow start, won the match in four
games, 11-15, 15-7, 15-7, and 15-4.

"We started off slow, but after we got
going, we played really well," Head Coach
Steve Opperman said.
"We played aggressive and went after
everything. We were intense and enthusias
tic the entire time," said junior Mollie Shuler.
The next day, Wright State took on Kent
State only to drop the match in heartbreak
ing fashion.
The first game was won easily by the
Raiders, 15-2, but then the Golden Flashes
came back to win the next two games, 7-15
and 6-15. The fourth game was close, but
WSU was able to muster enough stamina to
capture the game, 15-13.
The fifth and final game came down to
the Raiders inability to side-out with the
score standing at 14-1. Kent State came out
on top, 15-17.

Opperman, who felt the loss was due in
part to a mental breakdown and ball control,
is still happy with his team.
"I'm pleased with the way we're play
ing," said Opperman.
"Our blocking game is still strong, (but)
we're just not pushing all the way through
points."
The coach acknowledged the freshmen
core of the team for their performances the
last few matches.
"Joanna (Downie), Carrie (Monnes) and
Kelli (Fisher) have been playing well," said
Opperman.
Monnes currently leads the MCC in block
average ( 1.50) and while Wright State as a
team leads the standings in total blocks with
301.
With a mere 10 matches remaining in the

1995 season, Opperman said he hopes to
regroup and refocus for the tough weekend
ahead.
"We need to understand we are good;
pick things up a level and we' 11 win some
more," said Opperman.
The Raiders will try to regroup as a vital
MCC roadtrip to Loyola and Northern Illi
nois looms ahead.
The Huskies sit alone atop the confer
ence with a record of 6-1 and Loyola is not
far behind at 5-2, good for third place.
Wright State, with a4-3 conference mark,
stands at fifth place.
The road-weary Raiders, coming off a
six away games, return home for a seven
game home-stand starting Oct. 24 against
the University of Dayton at 7 p.m. in the
Nutter Center's McClin Gym.
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The Sports Page

MCC Soccer Standings

MEN

TEAM

SPORTS

WEDNESDAY. OCTOBER 18, 1995

Butler
Detroit
Wisconsin-Milwaukee
Wright State
Wisconsin-Green Bay
Loyola
Northern Illinois 1-4-0
Cleveland State
Illinois-Chicago

MCC

4-0-0 11-3-0
4-0-1 9-4-0
3-1-0 12-2-0

3-1-1 8-2-3
3-2-0 5-5-4
2-4-0 6-6-0

4-7-2
1-4-0 2-8-2
0-5-0 2-11-1

Ohio Intercollegiate Cross Country Championship

207. Becky Gehl 23:04

65. Todd Koehn 27:32
92. Matt Freyhoff 27:58
174. Jeff Welbaum 29:38
207. Greg Sartell 30:56
241. Ben Matheny 33:04

Team result: WSU finished 17th
out of 38 teams.

Team result: WSU finished 28th
out of 36 teams.

40. Sonia Smith 19:33
65. Karen Huguenot 19:56
89. Kathy Rapson 20:12
105. Joy Fairchild 20:27

MCC

Overall

Butler
4-0-0 7-4-2
Detroit
3-1-0 9-3-0
Wisconsin-Milwaukee 3-3-0 6-7-0
Wright State
2-3•0 5-7•0
Wisconsin-Green Bay 2-3-0 5-8-0
Northern Illinois
1-2-0 8-5-1
Loyola
0-3-0 4-8-0
Standings are thru Oct. 18, 1995

Men's soccer
Men's soccer
Men's soccer
Women's soccer
Women's soccer

Opponent
@ Ohio State
111.-Chicago
@ Detroit
Marquette
Toledo
@

Result
T, 1-1
W,2-1
T,0-0
W, 1-0
w, 1-0

The women's soccer teams' 10 victory over Toledo on Oct. 15
stretched the squad's streak to three
consecutive victories for the first
time since 1992.
The Raiders other victims in
cluded Marquette and Loyola Chi
cago.
The win over Toledo improves
WSU's record to 5-7-1. The team
has a chance to extend the streak to
four games when they host cross
town rival Dayton today at 4 p.m.

5-3,

Mike Pinto 3-5. Darius PriM 2•5,
Matt Perman 0-1. Fred Gillenwater
0-1, John Ruef 0-1, Sean Yelle 1•5,
T.J. Strang 0-1

9/28
9/30

Dayton 6f WSU 1

Youngstown 4, WSU 3
10/4
Xavier 7, WSU o
10/6
WSU 5. Robert Morris 2
10n
Duquense 6, WSU 1
10/13-14 OSU Tournament (no score)

MCC Volleyball Standings
MCC Overall

Butler
Loyola
Illinois-Chicago
Wright State
Wisconsin-Milwaukee
Cleveland State
Wlsconsin•Green Bay

i . , _ _ __

WOMEN

o-s, Mike

2-s1 Dave PhlUlps

TEAM
Northern lllnois

Last Week's Results
Team

Romeo Vuticevskl

Saldemore

_

@
@

Cteveland St.*
Kent State

4-3--016-6-0

_

Philadelphia
Arizona
NY Giants
Washington

Cleveland

3-3-0
3-3-0
2-4-0
2-4..o
2-5-0

Tampa Bay
Chicago
Green Bay
Minnesota
Detroit

Cincinnati
Houston
JacksonvlUe

w,a..1
L, 3-2

Denver
San Diego
Seattle

Dallas

6-1-0 St. Louis
5-2-0 Atlanta
4.3..0 San Fransisco
3-4-0 Carolina
2-4-0 New Orleans

6-1-0
4-3-0
2-5-0

2-5-0

2-5-0
5-2-0

4-2-0
4..2..0
3-3-0
2-4-0
5•1-0

4-2-0
4-2-0
1-5-0
1..5..0

l'he Browns Report: (Week 7) The AFC Central Division had a
bye this past week. After last week's 38-20 drubbing at the
hands of the Detroit Lions, the Browns are extremely thankful for
the time off. The layoff will give Cleveland time to heal, Stevon
Moore, Michael Jackson, Andre Rison, Antonio t..anghom, Cart
Banks, Enc Turner and Craig Powell were au hobbled by injury
the past week. Quarterback Vinny Testaveroe. 'despite back to
back losses, ls stlll putting together a fine season. Testaverde's
only Interception of the year came in Week One. He has nine
sccoring passes so tar this season. The Browns wUI look to
rebound the next month as they taoe Jacksonville at home on
Oct. 22, then play Cincinnati and Houston.
The Bengals Report! (Week 7) The rested Bengals will come
out of a short bye to pfay the struggling Steelers on Oct. 19 at 8
pm.
Though Cinclnnatl has lost four In a row, the offense,
behind Jeff Btake and Co., may be more then the weary
Pittsburgh defense oao handle. Look for the upset at Three
Rivers, 24·13.

<TNn.

1-5-0 8·9-0
1-6·0 3-18-0
0-6-0 6-13-0

_

The Oct. 22 game against
Valparaiso is the last home contest
the Raiders have in 1995.
In related news, freshman
Ashley Auld, the goalkeeper on
the women's soccer team, was
named Midwestern Collegiate
Conference Player of the Week for
for her perfomance last week.
The honor came after Auld
posted back to back shutouts against
Marquette (2-0) and Toledo (1-0) .
Auld is the first Raider women's
soccer player ever honored as
Player of the Week in the MCC.

Volleyball results

6-1-0 8-11-0
6-1-0 13-6-0
5-2-0 17-3-0
4-3-0 10-9-0

5-1-0
4.2..0
4-2-0
1-5-0
1-4-0

Kansas City
Oakland

Team Results

SINGLES

Buffalo
Indianapolis
Miami
New England
NY Jets

Pittsburgh

Raider Tennis Results ,

WOMEN
TEAM

NFC

AFC

Raider Cross Country Results
WOMEN
MEN

Overall

National Football Leagu'6

_

_____.I

MEN
The men's team continued their
fine season with ties against Big
Ten foe Ohio State (1-1) and De
troit (0-0) and a 2-1 win over Illi
nois-Chicago this past week.
They improved to 8-2-3 on the
season, 3-1-1 in the MCC.
Goalkeeper Bill Hambrook now
ranks first in the conference with a
goals against average of a 0.92.
Next up for the men is a home
game against Northern Illinois on
Oct. 20 at 4 p.m.

SAVE UP TO $120
Juniors & Seniors You are now eligible to
buy your
WSU Class Ring

ty of Toledo
Thinking about a getting an MBA? Then
consider enrolling in the University of
Toledo's MBA program. At UT you'll
receive:
•a recognized faculty of teacher-scholars
•a high quality affordable program
•state-of-the-art facilities
•flexible programs of study
• a beautiful suburban campus setting
•close proximity to major cities
Graduate assistantships and tuition
scholarships available for academically
qualified candidates for Fall 1996.
Application deadline for awards is April
1, 1996.

Order your college ring NOW.

JOSTENS
AMERICA

"

$

COLLEGE

RING't1

December Graduates order your
announcements, caps & gowns, &
WSU Ring
OCT. 25-26 FROM 10:00-7:00
OCT. 27 FROM 10:00-5:00
WSU BOOKSTORE

SPORTS
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Cross country still on the run
Bv MAGGIE HORSTMAN

S.Writer
The men's and women's cross
country teams went into the All
Ohio Meet with one team very ex
perienced and the other with prac
tically no experience.
Coach Mike Baumer had high
expectations for his women's team
going into the Ohio Intercollegiate
Cross Country Championship (All
Ohio Meet), partially because of
the team's experience.
WSU' s women's team, which
includes four seniors, finished 17th
out of 38 teams, while the men
unofficially finished 28th out 36
teams.
Baumer said he had hopes of
the women's team finishing in the
Top 15 for the meet.
According to Baumer, their
times right now are similar to the
ending times of last season.
Junior Sonja Smith, who has
held the team's number one spot
for the past three years, ran the All
Ohio 5K in 19:33, good enough to
finish 40th overall.
Smith had her best race of the
season last week at OU when she

ran an 18:51 5K.
WSU' s second best runner at
the All-Ohio was senior Karen
Huguenot with a time of 19:56.
Sophomore Kathy Rapson ran
the course in 20: 12, to round out
WSU' s rop three.
The story is different for the
men's team this year.
•
Todd Koehn, a sophomore, was
the Raider's top finisher with a
time of 27:32 for the 8K race.
Koehn, who has been WSU' s
top runner all year; improved his
time from lastyear'sAll-Ohiomeet
by 30 seconds.
Freshman Matt Freyhof, one of .
Baumer's top prospects, grabbed
second place for the Raiders, run
ning the course in 27:58.
Freyhof placed 17th out of all
the freshmen at the All-Ohio.
"I think I personally had a good
race, but I still have work to do,"
said Freyhof.
Sophomore Greg Bartell, who
normally places in WSU' s top
three, finished fourth as he battled
the flu all through the race.
The team goes down to the
University of Cincinnati for their
last race before the MCC meet.

Interested
in ·
·Studying Law?
.

-

Meet with admission representatives from law schools
across the country and from test preparation
companies on:

Tuesday, October 24, 1995
6 - 8 p.m.
Wright State University
Student Union, Room E 156
This is an excellent opportunity to learn more
about legal education, admission
requirements,financial assistance and preparing
for the Law School Admission Test

Please join us!

WSU Pharmacy
WSU Pharmacy will ·be at the Health Fair
to be held in the Multi-Purpose Room in the
Student Union on ·october 25th
Free blood sugar tests and cholesterol tests
Don't miss the free-give aways

Location:
The pharmacy is conveniently located in the lobby of the Frederick A. White Health
Center on the Wright State campus.
Hours:
9 a.m. to 5:30 R.m.
Monday through Friday

~

r----~-

•

Telephone 513/ 873-3414
FAX 513/873-3155
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ForsemnaAucos,usc•na
Jolts, RenCals, IEYenu Travel
and Serv•ces, turn to
The Guard•an Class•••eds

Jobs
SPRING BREAK-Nassau/Paradise
Island, Cancun and Jamaica from
$299.00. Air, Hotel, Transfers, Parties,
and More! Organize a small group
and earn a FREE trip plus
commissions! Call 1-800-822-0321.
WANTED: MOTIVATED individuals
that like MONEY. Serious calls only.
293-3712 for interview.
MARKETING INTERN WANTED:
The Dayton Council on Wor1d Affairs
needs a marketing intern from
November 1995 to September 1996
to help the Marketing Committee
implement a visibility campaign.
Computer-literatejuniors andseniors
majoring in marketing or
communications are preferred. For
informationandinternshipdescription,
call 229-2319. Send cover letter and
resume to Lisa Wainscott, DCOWA,
P.O. Box 9190, Dayton OH 45409by
October 31 to be considered for this
internship.
Studentswantedto promotethe most
killer Spring Break Trips on campus.
Earn high $$ commissions and free
trips!! Must be outgoing and creative.
Call immediately 1-800-SURFS-UP.
Baby-sitter needed for 1 hour from
2:30 p.m. - 3:30 p.m. in my Mallard
Landing Apt, 3-4 days/wk for one 7
year old. Call 429-5446.
Christmas HelpWantedfor Dayton
and Cincinnati Stores. $500 + per
week.JewelrySales. Noexperience
necessary. Looking for clean-cut,
honest, motivated people. Apply
Saturdays orSundays 1:OQ-4:30pm.
October 14th thru November 20th.
International Diamond Exchange
Jewelers, 5949 Far Hills Avenue,
Dayton, OH 45429. Phone (513)4342562.
tt*FREE TRIPS & CASH!m Find
out how hundreds of students are
already earning FREE TRIPS and
LOTS OF CASH with America's #1
Spring Break company! Sell only
15 trips and travel free! Choose
Cancun, Bahamas, Mazatlan, or
Florida! CALLNOW!TAKEABREAK
STUDENT TRAVEL (800) 95BREAK!
SPRING BREAK '96- SELL TRIPS,
EARN CASH & GO FREE!! Student
Travel Services is now hiringcampus
representatives. Lowest rates to
Jamaica, Cancun, Daytona and
PanamaCity Beach. Call 1-800-6484849.

Cancun & Jamaica Spring Break
Specials! 111 % Lowest Price
Guarantee! 7 Nights Air from
Columbus & Hotel From $399! Book
Ear1y &Save $100! 1-800-678-6386.
Spring Break! Panama City! Ear1y
Specials! 8 Days Oceanview Room
With Kitchen $129! Walk to Best
Bars! Key West $259! Cocoa Beach
Hilton $169! 1-800-678-6386.
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Spring Break Bahamas Party Cruise!
Rentllna
Ear1y Specials! 7 Days $279! Includes
Roommate
Needed to share Lg. 3bed,
15 Meals/6 Parties! Great Beaches/
Nightlife! Prices increase 12/15! Spring bath & 1/2, w/d house. Spfld. $150
Rent! $70 util. per month. Call Stacie/
Break Travel 1-800-678-6386.
Kelly 513-342-1810.
Participate in a Sleep Research project
at the VA Hospital. Will compensate. I need a roommate. Furnished Room.
Call267-3910,Mon-Fri,7:00am-3:00pm. 10 min. from WSU off Col. Glenn. For
more info call 254-5458.
EARN $500 or more weekly stuffing
envelopes at home.Send long SASEto:
Country Living Shoppers, Dept. T36,
P.O. Box 1779, Denham Springs, LA CAR FOR SALE: Must Sell 1990 Lt.
Blue Ford Excort LX. Clean and Runs
70727.
Well. AM/FM/Cassette/CB Radio. A/C.
$1750 weekly possible mailing our Mileage59,300-MostlyHighway.$3800
circulars. Noexperience required. Begin Negotiable. Call 767-9343.
now. For info call 301-306-1207.

Call873-5537forlnformac•on.
SCuden1: Rate: S2.00 fjrst 25 words.
-•on-Student: S5.00 ••rst 25 words
S 1.00 each addH•onal 2 5 words.

New Location

~!r~o~l:i~hl~Jt:9
1-75
kompUSA

!

Rt741

For Sale

OPENING FOR CLASS Ill STUDENT
POSITION! ($4.25-$6.25/hour) Looking
for serious, mature student who is
proficientwith Macintosh orIBMsystems
with working knowledge of database,
spreadsheet, and word processing
applications; graphical design
experience preferred; working
knowledge of desktop publishing
applications (PageMaker 5.0) required;
science/business background would be
helpful. See Lori Ballard atthe Centerfor
Ground Water Management in 056
Library for application materials or call
ext. 3648 for more information.

Servllces
SECURITY ITEMS CHEAP! GIFT
ITEMS UNDER $1 0!
FOR
INFORMATION SEND TWO 1ST
CLASS STAMPS TO: TREASURES
FOREVER, 626 PROSPECT AVE "L",
SO. PASADENA, CA 91030
AVEON
COMPUTER
CONSULTANTS - Services currently
available include Windows 95
installation and upgrades/System set
up/Sales/Software training/ On site
diagnostics. For professional and
convenient service before and afterthe
purchase call (513) 667-1615. $50.00
free software if system ordered by 10/
31/95. Retired USAFJWSU student.

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING - Earn
up to $2,000=/month working on Cruise
Ships of Land-Tour companies. Wor1d
Travel. Seasonal&full-time employment
available. No experience necessary. For Food A Problem? Eating Disorders
more information call 1-206-634-0468 Support Group meets every
ext. C55701
Wednesday at 3:30 at the Campus
Ministry Center. Come for discussion
ALASKA EMPLOYMENT - Fishing and education. Come for Support!
Industry. Earn upto $3,000-$6,000+ per
month. Room$ Board! Transportation! Cancer! We dread even the word!
Male/Female. Noexperience necessary. Cancer Support Group meets every
(206)545-4155 ext. A55701
Monday at 3:30 at the Campus Ministry
Center. Come for discussion and
NATIONALPARKS HIRING-Seasonal
& full-time employment available at education.
National Parks, Forests & Wildlife
Preserves. Benefits + bonuses! Call 1206-545-4804 ext. N55701

HUNDREDS AND THOUSANDS of
grants and scholarships available to all
students. Let our years of research
FREEFINANCIALAID! Over$6Billion benefityou. lmmediatequalification. Call
in private sector grants &scholarships is 1-800-270-2744.
now available. All students are eligible
regardless of grades, income, orparents A BETTER RESUME As a former
income. Let us help. Call Student Personnel Manager, I'll write a very
Financial Services: 1-800-263-6495ext. professional laser-printed resume for
F55701
you and coach you on where to get alist
of prospective employers, howto reach
Earn $2500& FREE Spring BreakTrips! the decision maker, howto conduct the
Sell 8 trips & go FREE! Best trips & interview, and howto negotiate the best
prices! Bahamas, Cancun, Jamaica, salary. Skills you will use the rest of your
Florida! Spring break travel! 1-800-678- working days. Satisfaction guaranteed.
6386
Student discount (mention this ad).
$1000 FUNDRAISER! Fraternities, Steve Coleman, ABETTER RESUME.
Sororities & Student Organizations. 278-3242
You've seen credit card fundraisers
before, but you've never seen the Visa
fundraiserthatpays$5.00perapplication.
Call Donna at 1-800-932-0528 ext. 65.
Qualifiedcallers receive aFREE camera.
6uardian
? DO YOU ENJOY HELPING OTHERS
Cla§§ifled§
Voca Corporation, a leader in providing
support and assistance for individuals
Ujpll~(!".Il",I\Il rJ1t11n(ln(~1lllit
with developmental disabilities is looking
ffi'.::nftL•::•i
for several habilitation specialists, part
time and full-time, all shifts. You will
receive full training, benefits package,
and guaranteed pay increases. If you
Call 873-5537
would like to know more please call
W0l6 Student Union
JAMES KALTENBACH 294-3004

25 words-$2

Hours: Mon-Sat.11-7, Sun 12-5

210 N. Springboro Pike
West Carrollton, Ohio 45449
Voice H3-439-4S20 Fax HJ-439-4644
Your Used Computer Specialists

1-7S to72S,eastto741,left I/
4 mile to Qocktower Plaza
Right across from CompUSA I

D_ON'T MISS THE BURT
CRTCH THE USS LERDERSH IP
PRESENTING WRIGHT STRTE UNIUERSITY'S FRLL, 1995

lEADE~RSHIP} lAB
HELD THE WEEKEND OF NOVEMBER 3, 4, 5, 1995
AT CAMP KERN, NEAR LEBANON, OHIO
TOPICS WILL INCLUDE .
•NETWORKING• PHYSICAL FITNESS• STONE SOUP DIVERSITY•
• DON'T JUMP OVERBOARD 'TIL YOU HEAR THIS, WELLNESS •

DEADLINE FOR APPLICATION IS OCTOBER 27: COST IS $35.00
FOR MORE INFORMATION, CONTACT THE DEPARTMENT OF CAMPUS
ACTIVITIES AND ORlENTAT!ON AT W034 STUDENT UNION, OR X 5570

-------------------------------------
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OPENING TEAM

Nothing in the restaurant business is more
exciting than being a part of an opening team.
If you're ready to work for the best we offer:
•Team Atmosphere where YOU matter
• Immediate Health Care Enrollment
• Paid vacation for full-time associates
• Growth opportunites within our company
• 50 percent dining discount
• 401K Plan
• Flexible scheduling
Apply in person at the construction site:
Monday-Friday 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Saturday Noon to 4 p.m.
6930 Miller Lane
(Little York Road Exit, off 1-75)

513/454-1800

WEDNESIMY, OCTOBEII

18, 1995
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COMICSeGAMES
D DOUGIE by AL

Grandview and Southview Hospitals
offer acareer setting for exceptional
nurses where expertise, initiative
and professionalism matter!
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R.F.D. by MIKE MARLAND
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Nurse Practitioners
Qualified candidates must have a master's degree
in nursing with certification in area of specializa
tion . This role allows you to function independently
and will involve collaboration with attending
physicians.
Experience the difference Grandview and
Southview Hospitals can make in maximizing your
skills and knowledge. We offer an environment
where you can grow to your fullest potential as well
as an attractive compensation and benefits package
including cafeteria style benefits featuring health,
life and dental insurance along with long-term
disability, paid time off, sick child care, credit union
membership, tax deferred annuity and more...
Contact Terra D. Childers, Nursing Employment
Liaison.

-. ,.-''-

GRt\NDVIEW SOUTHVIEW
Hospital and Medical Center
405 Grand Avenue
Dayton, Ohio 45405
(513) 226-3266
(800) 829-5321
Fax: 513-463-1040
Providing Osteopathic Health Care

'. '-~~ -A- .'
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An Equal Opportunity Employer

with any Estee Lauder
Our
purchase of $16.50 or more.
Gift to
Gift includes:

•A preview vial of our new fragrance, Estee
Lauder pleasures eau de parfum
• Tuscany per Donna eau de parfum spray
• resilience elastin refirming creme
• smoothing creme concealer SPF 8
•2 full-size all-day lipsticks
•2 mini lip defining pencils and a mini eye defining pencil
in a carrying case

QU

fo

Come to Victoria's Secret Catalogue and discover the distinctive, elegant style and firm
commitment to quality customer service that have led our organization to become one
of the nation's leading catalogue retailers. If you are a self-starter with a pleasant tele
phone manner who would enjoy assisting customers, you're sure to find our opportu
nities especially inviting.

CATALOGUE FASHION CONSULTANTS
Full-time & Part-time Seasonal Positions November through December
Days & Evenings

ON-CAMPUS INTERVIEWING EVENT
Wednesday, October 18th • 10 am-1:30 pm
Rike Hall
Our exceptional advantages include:
•
•
•
•

Excellent pay
Great associate discounts at all The Limited, Inc. divisions
A state-of-the-art work environment
Comprehensive benefits package

If unable to attend, please apply in person Monday - Friday, between
8 am and 8 pm, at 5959 Bigger Road, Kettering.

In cosmetics.
One per customer,
please, while supplies last
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You're a Business Major cramming for an
English Lit exam. It's late and you're cranky.
You keep thinking, "How the heck is the damn
'Raven' gonna help me land a job on Wall
Street?" You get angry. So you call Dad to vent.
He helps you understand the importance of
it all. Then he yells at you for dialing zero
to call collect. Quoth the father, "Nevermore."

